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IMPERIAL BAS 8

The IMPERIAL BAS 8 is an impressive Bluetooth
loudspeaker not only thanks to its powerful stereo
sound and compact design, but also owing to its
versatility: it can also be used as a hands-free kit
and FM radio and can be wirelessly connected to a
further BAS 8 via TWS. A micro-SD card reader and
an AUX connection expand the playback options.
The solar panels integrated on the surface charge
the battery of the BAS 8 even during operation,

Highlights
· Bluetooth stereo speakers with 2x5W RMS power
and passive bass reflector
· Bluetooth 5.0 (A2DP & AVCRP) with over
10m range
· Micro SD card reader (max. 64 GB) and AUX
connector to playback music (cable included)
· True Wireless Stereo: wireless coupling of two
BAS 8s to output separate audio channels
(1 channel per speaker) for true synchronous
stereo sound in first-class sound quality
· Integrated Bluetooth hands-free function
& FM radio
· Robust, water-repellent and dustproof
plastic housing
· 3.7V Li-Ion battery (1,800 mAh) with short charging interval and a running time of up to 6 hours
· Solar panels to charge the speaker during
operation and in standby

thus extending the Bluetooth speaker’s runtime.
The speaker‘s housing is water-repellent and dustprotected, and thanks to a practical ground stake
you can easily anchor the speaker in the ground. In
short: the IMPERIAL BAS 8 is the ideal companion
to enjoy your favourite music for lots of hours in the
best digital stereo on a swimming trip or at a barbecue in the garden or in the park.

Connections
· 1x Micro SD card slot (64 GB max)
· 1x AUX In
· 1x Micro USB (power supply)

Drahtlose Kopplung zweier
BAS 8 (TWS) fur. echten
synchronen Stereosound in
.
erstklassiger Klangqualitat!

Scope of delivery
· IMPERIAL BAS 8 (black), micro-USB cable, AUX cable, ground spike, user manual
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